A Compact Tri-band Printed Antenna for MIMO Applications
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Abstract. In this paper, a compact tri-band printed multi-input multi-output (MIMO) antenna with high isolation is presented to operate within WLAN and WiMAX frequency bands. By adopting a rectangular open-ended slot combined with a rectangular strip with an inverted L-shaped open-ended slot, three operating frequency bands can be obtained. The proposed compact MIMO antenna occupies an overall size of $19 \times 33$ mm$^2$. Good port-to-port isolation is obtained. The simulated and measured results show that the presented antenna is suitable for multiband MIMO applications.
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1. Introduction

With the rapid development of wireless communication systems, antennas able to operate for wireless local area network (WLAN) and worldwide interoperability for microwave access (WiMAX) simultaneously are required in many applications. Recently, several multiband antennas have been reported to support these applications. In [1], three radiating strips are used to realize the triple bands to cover the WLAN/WiMAX frequency bands. In [2], an H-shaped slot antenna fed by microstrip coupling is presented to achieve multiband operation. A tri-band monopole antenna based on single-loop resonator (SLR) is reported in [3]. A coplanar waveguide (CPW)-fed dual band monopole antenna is proposed in [4], and the resonance location can be altered by changing the embedded slots at the radiating patch. In [5], a square spiral-patch is presented for multiband applications. The design of a dual-band dipole antenna loaded with U-shaped slots is given in [6].

On the other hand, small multipath fading, enhanced channel capability and high-quality data transmission in wireless communication systems are desirable and challenging. The MIMO antennas can be employed to enhance the capability. Therefore, MIMO antennas receive a great deal of attention. A metamaterial-based MIMO antenna is proposed in [7], and good port isolation performance is achieved by adopting defected ground structure. A dual-band MIMO antenna is reported in [8], and high port isolation is achieved by adopting transmission lines and etching slots. In [9], three printed dipole antennas are placed orthogonal to each other to realize pattern diversity. In [10], authors present a compact MIMO antenna for ultra-wideband (UWB) applications. In [11], a quad-band four elements MIMO antenna is published, and the four antenna elements are arranged separately and orthogonal with each other to improve isolation. A tri-band E-shaped monopole antenna for WLAN application is presented in [12]. Two-element arrays of such antennas in different configurations are analyzed, but it occupies a large space. However, because of the limited space in some small electronic products, the mutual coupling between the antenna elements can be very large. Therefore, it remains a problem to design multiband MIMO antennas with compact structure and high isolation.

In this letter, a small size tri-band printed antenna, suitable for MIMO applications is presented. Two orthogonal feedings are used to excite the horizontal and vertical linear polarization simultaneously, which also ensure high port-to-port isolation and pattern diversity. The oversize of the proposed antenna is $19 \times 33$ mm$^2$. The open-ended rectangular slot is employed to obtain the 5.5 GHz band, and the loaded rectangular strip is used to obtain the 2.4 GHz band. Meanwhile, the 3.5 GHz band is achieved with the use of inverted open-ended L-shaped slot.

Compared to the antennas in [1–12], our proposed antenna configuration not only achieves the triple bands simultaneously, but also has a rather simple and smaller structure which is easy to fabricate with low cost. What is more, our proposed antenna configuration also allows for the independent adjustment of each operating bands within certain limits, which is an important aspect for practical applications. Also, our proposed antenna offers high port-to-port isolation and good diversity performance. Details of our proposed antenna design and the results are presented.
2. Antenna Design and Analysis

The geometry of the proposed triple bands printed MIMO antenna is shown in Fig. 1. The proposed antenna is printed on a 1.0 mm-thick FR4 dielectric substrate with relative permittivity of 4.4 and loss tangent of 0.02. The antenna structure consists of two microstrip feeding lines, a slotted patch, and two via holes. A 50 Ohm microstrip line is used to feed the antenna with its end connected to the slotted patch through a metallic via hole. This feeding method contributes to antenna miniaturization. This is because the current on the slotted patch will be redistributed. Compared to traditional microstrip feeding method (without shorting via), the feeding method used in this paper makes the currents flow along the open-ended rectangular slot much regularly and in phase. Therefore, a smaller antenna size can satisfy the desired resonant frequencies. Note that the two elements of the antenna are orthogonal with each other in order to achieve polarization diversity. It is worth to be mentioned that although the two elements share the whole ground plane, good ports isolation can also be realized. The proposed antenna is designed and optimized by using ANSYS HFSS. A series of optimization works are carried out to obtain the expected antenna performance. The final optimized dimensions of the proposed triple bands MIMO antenna for WLAN/WiMAX applications are described in Tab. 1.

More specifically, the design procedure is demonstrated in Fig. 2. The slotted patch starts by conventional open-ended rectangular slot patch, which produces the 5.5 GHz resonant mode (antenna of Fig. 2(a)). Based on the aforementioned radiation patch, a rectangular strip is loaded to obtain the resonant mode at 2.4 GHz (antenna of Fig. 2(b)). Finally, a quarter-wavelength open-ended L-shaped slot is embedded in the rectangular strip to produce a current path at about 3.5 GHz (antenna of Fig. 2(c)), and thus the proposed antenna can provide the expected triple frequency bands. It should be noted that the center frequencies of the 2.4, 3.5 and 5.5 GHz bands can be easily adjusted by mainly changing the value of \(l_2\), \(l_3\) and \(l_1\) respectively. This is because the length of the corresponding current path is changed with different values of \(l_2\), \(l_3\) and \(l_1\). Therefore, the resonant frequency is altered. The proposed tri-band antenna has been investigated for its resonance characteristics by carrying out parametric studies with the variation of one parameter at a time, keeping other parameters fixed.

The simulated curves of S-parameters for different values of \(l_1\), \(l_2\) and \(l_3\) are depicted in Fig. 3. Fig. 3(a) demonstrates the simulated S-parameters for different feeding position (\(l_1\)) of antenna of Fig. 2(a). It can be seen, with the increasing of \(l_1\), that the 5.5 GHz band shifts to lower frequencies. Fig. 3(b) shows the variation of S-parameters for different values of \(l_2\) of antenna of Fig. 2(b). With \(l_2\) decreasing from 17.9 to 15.9 mm, the center frequency of the 2.4 GHz band changes from 2.4 to 2.7 GHz. At the same time, the impedance match of the 5.5 GHz band becomes worse, but its center frequency remains unchanged.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Dimensions (mm)</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Dimensions (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(a)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>(l_1)</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(b)</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>(l_2)</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(d)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>(w_1)</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(l_1)</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>(w_2)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(l_2)</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>(w_3)</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(l_3)</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>(w_4)</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 1. Optimal dimensions of the designed antenna.
Fig. 3(c) shows the simulated S-parameters for different $l_3$ of antenna of Fig. 2(c). Note that the resonant frequency at 3.5 GHz decreases when $l_3$ increases, while the other bands are almost constant. Parametric studies show that the three resonant modes can be tuned independently within certain limits. These features make the proposed antenna design a much simpler work. In fact, the same effect is observed for parameter $S_{22}$. The resonant frequencies of the two ports stay the same, although there is no symmetry between the two antenna elements with respect to their positions in the ground plane. Sure, the characteristics of impedance matching of the two ports at these three bands are different, but good impedance matching is still obtained. In addition, the feeding position, the length of loaded rectangular strip and L-shaped slot should be optimized to obtain the desired WLAN/WiMAX bands. Meanwhile, good port-to-port isolation is obtained as shown in Fig. 3. The simulated traces of S-parameters for different values of $d$ (the distance between antenna elements) are given in Fig. 4. We can find that the port-to-port isolation is enhanced when $d$ increases. However, the resonance properties of the tri-band antenna almost keep unchanged. That means the size of ground plane has little effect on antenna operating frequencies.

To better understand the mechanism of the tri-band MIMO antenna, the surface current distributions of the proposed antenna at 2.4, 3.5 and 5.5 GHz are given in Fig. 5. Fig. 5(a) shows the current distribution at 2.4 GHz of the tri-band antenna. Note that the currents mainly flow along the edge of the rectangular slot and the edge of the loaded rectangular strip. Obviously, the current path of the 2.4 GHz band is formed owing to the existence of the loaded rectangular strip. This is the reason why the center frequency of the 2.4 GHz band can be adjusted by changing the parameter $l_2$. It is observed in Fig. 5(b) that the currents focus on the introduced L-shaped slot, which means the presence of the L-shaped slot leads to the 3.5 GHz resonance mode. Similarly, the 3.5 GHz band can be tuned by choosing the parameter $l_3$. Fig. 5(c) presents the current distribution at 5.5 GHz. We can find that the currents mainly distribute around the area from the open end of the rectangular slot to the shorted via hole. Therefore, the 5.5 GHz resonance mode can be adjusted by changing the microstrip feeding position ($l_1$). It can also be seen in Fig. 5 that only a small amount of currents exist on the shared ground plane, which denotes that the orthogonal arrangement of the two antenna elements can provide high port-to-port isolation.
3. Results and Discussion

Based on the designed structures, a prototype antenna is fabricated and measured. The photograph of the fabricated tri-band MIMO antenna is shown in Fig. 6. The simulated and measured S-parameters for our proposed tri-band MIMO antenna are shown in Fig. 7. It is observed that three bands centered at 2.4, 3.5, and 5.5 GHz are obtained. It can be seen that wider bandwidth is obtained in measurement compared to simulation. That means the fabricated antenna possesses a lower Q-value than the simulation model. This is mainly due to the loss tangent of FR4 actually used in the fabricated antenna is larger than that used in simulation. Fig. 7 also shows that the isolations between the two ports are larger than 22 dB within the whole operating bands. High isolation is achieved, which is mainly due to the orthogonal configurations of the two elements.

The measured radiation patterns are plotted in Fig. 8 and 9 at frequencies of 2.4, 3.5, and 5.5 GHz of the MIMO antenna. In measurement, one port is excited, and the other port is terminated by a 50 Ohm matching load. Nearly omnidirectional radiation patterns are observed in the H-
plane (y-z plane of port 1 and x-z plane of port 2, respectively) of both ports at these three frequencies. For the E-plane (x-z plane of port 1 and y-z plane of port 2), dipole-like radiation patterns are obtained. It may be noted that the patterns of the E-plane deteriorate as the frequency increases. The reason is that as the frequency increases, the electrical size of our proposed MIMO antenna increases as well. Hence, the antenna radiation characteristic is much sensitive to antenna physical size at high frequency. From the results, we can find that pattern diversity can be obtained as the patterns for the two ports at the same plane are quite different from each other. For example, as mentioned above, the copolarization radiation pattern in the y-z plane for port 1 at 3.5 GHz is nearly omnidirectional. However, for port 2, the copolarization radiation pattern in the y-z plane is Figure-8-like shape. These differences enhance the pattern diversity of the proposed antenna. From these figures, it can also be seen that the cross polarization in the E-plane is much higher than that in the H-plane, and even close to −10 dB at some angles. However, as the radiation patterns of the coplanar and cross polarization are uncorrelated [13], dual polarization of our proposed antenna can still be achieved. Therefore, we can conclude that the polarizations for the proposed two elements are quite orthogonal to each other, and good pattern diversity performance is achieved.

The measured peak gains of the proposed tri-band MIMO antenna excited from the two ports are shown in Fig. 10. As the proposed antenna has a small size, the antenna gain is not high. The antenna efficiency is also calculated. The antenna efficiency is above 70% across all the triple bands. It should be pointed out that high antenna efficiency can be obtained if we select a substrate with low dielectric loss.

In addition, the envelope correlation coefficient ECC is an important parameter to evaluate the diversity performance of antennas. ECC of two elements MIMO system can be calculated by formula (1) in [8]. For the sake of brevity, only the calculated result is presented. The ECC for our proposed tri-band MIMO antenna is below 0.09 over the
the isolation between the two ports is greater than 22 dB in the entire operating bands.

4. Conclusion

A compact tri-band printed MIMO antenna suitable for WLAN/WiMAX applications is proposed. The proposed MIMO antenna consists of two orthogonal elements with separation of 0.064λ, at 2.4 GHz, and the whole antenna size is 19 × 33 mm². The isolation between the two ports is greater than 22 dB in the entire operating bands. The proposed design can provide good diversity performance. With small size, simple structure, low envelope correlation, and high isolation, the presented antenna is a good candidate for multiband MIMO applications.
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